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Understanding Alzheimer’s disease: the amyloid cascade hypothesis

Proposed by Selkoe (1991), and extended by Hardy and Higgins (1992), the amyloid cascade hypothesis has been the basis for the majority of research into AD (Hardy 2009)
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Proposed by Selkoe (1991), and extended by Hardy and Higgins (1992), the amyloid cascade hypothesis has been the basis for the majority of research into AD (Hardy 2009)
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What is the relationship between brain amyloid accumulation, the loss of brain tissue and the development of dementia (Alzheimer’s disease)?
Age and brain amyloid binding in adults with DS

There was a significant positive correlation between age and BP_{ND} values in frontal, parietal and temporal cortices, $r(40) = .741$, $p<0.01$
Early findings
Differences in cortical thickness between amyloid negative DS and amyloid positive DS in comparison to people without DS - importance of amyloid (Aβ)

R-hemisphere of Aβ negative DS vs Controls  R-hemisphere of Aβ positive DS vs Controls
Looking ahead

Neuropathology versus age in Down's syndrome
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Challenges...

• Can we be certain that amyloid deposition starting early in life is leading to Alzheimer-like changes?

• What other factors in people with DS are modifying this risk for AD and what are the implication for treatment?

• Can we develop safe interventions and how do we test whether or not they prevent AD in people with DS years later?
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